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A winning tradition of innovation

With its unique made to measure approach to gaming design, Tableswin 
ups the stakes on any gaming session. Combining the signature comfort 
of bespoke luxury with the latest in gaming technology, our exclusive range 
offers trusted performance and smart solutions for uncompromising 
individuals and world-class casinos alike. 

At Tableswin we constantly work to stay one-step ahead of the industry, 
evolving our unique fusion of artistry, design and tech to guarantee the 
ultimate gaming experience. From anti-fraud software or digital gaming 
solutions to personalized logos on felts, balls and accessories, our mission is 
to make every gaming session the most memorable - for players and hosts 
alike. And it goes further than aesthetics - this service is born to compete. 
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Roulette
Call your bet and challenge the odds like a Pro - welcome to the Tableswin 
Roulette table, where luxury gaming is designed to thrill.

More compact, but with all the features of top-class Professional tables, the 
Tableswin Home Pro Roulette range boasts only the highest quality gaming 
components and custom-craft luxury finishes.

And it’s always your call - from personalized detailing to the suspense of 
spinning the wheel yourself - every one of our Roulette tables lives up to the 
exclusive thrill of Pro gaming, in the comfort of your home.

THE ULTIMATE WHEEL
Manufactured to surpass the highest tolerance standards using multi-axis 
cutting machines and pressure treated materials, Tableswin wheels are 
precision-performance gaming devices, yet retain the thrilling beauty and 
romance of Roulette.

FULL CUSTOM DESIGN AND ACCESSORIES
To complete the perfect gaming experience, the pro quality accessories 
that accompany every Tableswin Roulette table can be customized to your 
personal design. Add your monogram to premium quality ceramic chips or 
a made-to-order print to the professional microfiber felt top - it’s your call.

THE PERFECT SUPPORT
Each Tableswin Roulette table features a distinctive support, fine-tuning 
high-end aesthetics with the essential stability and perfectly balanced 
function of the table’s structure. From clean-cut combinations of metal & 
glass to lacquered barrel stands, each table’s support defines its personality 
while guaranteeing a totally level surface.

ENHANCED COMFORT
Meticulously calculated distances and padded soft leather or fine fabric arm 
rails ensure optimal comfort during even the longest sessions at the table.

ERGONOMIC FEATURES, FOR PLAYERS
Modeled on professionally tested ergonomic design guidelines to ensure 
the ultimate in comfort and performance, every aspect of a Tableswin 
table is carefully considered - from height adjustable supports to perfectly 
proportioned volumes, no detail is superfluous.
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Colonne

Dimension:
L 225 x W 90 x H 80 cm

L 88,58 x W 37,40 x H 31,50 inches

Carré

Dimension:
L 225 x W 90 x H 80 cm

L 88,58 x W 37,40 x H 31,50 inches

Cheval

Dimension:
L 225 x W 90 x H 80 cm

L 88,58 x W 37,40 x H 31,50 inches
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ROULETTE Carré
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Carré
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ROULETTE Cheval
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Cheval



Ball

Ivorine or white color. Made in Teflon. 
Available with the following diameters: 

12mm, 15mm, 18mm, 22mm.

Marker

Available in gold finish or plexiglas.

Chips

Customizable chips in ceramics.
Diameter 39 mm. 

Accessories
ROULETTE Accessories
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Felt Brush

Brush for the cleaning of the gaming felt.

Wheel Cover

Customizable wheel cover in black 
technical fabric, with a soft layer 

inside that allows you to cover without 
scratching any part of the roulette 

wheel. It can be customized with logo 
embroidery or personal design.
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ROULETTE Available Finishes
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Available
Finishes
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Walnut (Polished or Matt)

Ivory

Cocoa

Stardust

Dove

RAL (any colour)

Ash (Polished or Matt)

Sahara

Ebony

Infinity Blue

Pecan

Mahogany (Polished or Matt)

Papyrus

Bronze

Metropolis

London

Oak (Polished or Matt)

Greyhound

Merlot

Black Storm

WOOD

LEATHERETTE - POLARIS

Polished Gold

Sanded Majestic Brass

Polished Chrome

Sanded Copper Aged

Matt Gold

Sanded Bronze Aged

Matt Chrome

Sanded Peltro Aged

METAL

Soft Touch Black RAL (Polished or Matt - any colour)



ROULETTE Available Finishes
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Atacama Beige

0025

0062

Galaxy Black

Tan

0084

0074

Antique Gold

0027

0053

Shark Grey

0020

0064

Beech Bark

0061

0032

Arabic Beige

Manta Ray

0081

0076

Gobi

0050

0104

Gull Gray

0030

LEATHERETTE - ABAKA

ECONABUK
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635

Float

623

644

646 652

604

649

622

602

Extra - Clear Dark Smoked

625

645

639

647

659

LEATHER

GLASS



HEADQUARTER

Tableswin Srl

via Borgo Zucco, 52

Tezze sul Brenta (VI)

36056

Italy
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CONTACTS

+39 0424 861262

homegaming@tableswin.com

www.tables-win.com
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